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Better Business Gifting
As an extension of yourself and your business, sending the right gift can be the perfect
way to establish a deeper connection with your recipient. Whether you're conveying
thoughts of gratitude to a client, welcoming a new employee, or looking for a tangible
expression of your thoughts, a gift from Olive & Cocoa® always leaves a lasting impression.
With a collection of premium gifts carefully selected to help you navigate
every occasion, let us help you send the sentiments they truly deserve.

(a) TASTEFUL FAVORITES
Send a delectable selection of shareable snacks! Our Tasteful Favorites crate includes
Swedish fish, jelly beans, artisan crackers, green onion cheese, trail mix, and churro
pretzels. Medium adds caramel almond popcorn, salami, and gouda Moon Cheese.
Large adds strawberry licorice, mixed nuts, dill mustard, and pepper jack Moon
Cheese. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
It is our passion to make giving and receiving gifts a beautiful experience. We unconditionally guarantee the presentation
and quality of our gifts upon delivery, and we are here to make certain that you and your recipients are 100% satisfied.
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800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

#21240 | petite | $54
#21239 | medium | $98
#21238 | large (pictured) | $144
800.538.5404 | sales@oliveandcocoa.com
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Signature Gourmet

(c)

Showcase your appreciation with sweet and
savory specialties perfect for every occasion.

(a)

(b)

(c) TASTES FOR EVERYONE
(a) TREATS FOR THE TEAM

(b) SAVORY, SALTY & SWEET

The team will love sharing these perfectly portioned snacks!
Thoughtfully hand curated to satisfy all, sweet, savory, and hearty treats
have been scaled into petite, medium, and large gifts for nearly any
team. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with
ribbon. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details.

Send a gift brimming with savory, salty and sweet goodies and give the
whole crowd something to grin about. Petite includes pistachios, chocolate
covered raisins, jumbo corn nuts, peanut brittle, milk chocolate pretzels,
Swedish fish, and gourmet trail mix. Large also includes dried fruit medley,
chocolate covered sandwich cookies, Bavarian pretzels, and caramel
almond popcorn. Each size comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood
crate with ribbon.

#14510 | petite | $50
#14509 | medium | $90
#14508 | large (pictured) | $140
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#3564 | petite | $70
#3565 | large (pictured) | $124
800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

From cheeses and crackers to nuts, spicy salsa, and a bit of chocolate,
everyone is sure to find a favorite treat to devour. Petite includes tortilla
chips, roasted salsa, white chocolate pretzels, mixed nuts, and chocolate
almond bark. Medium also includes salami, farmhouse cheese, rosemary
crisps, raspberry cookies, and cinnamon toffee popcorn. Large also
includes milk chocolate pretzels, apricot jam, white chocolate gummy
bears, pistachios, shortbread cookies, and artichoke lemon pesto. Each
size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#1230 | petite | $50
#1231 | medium | $98
#1232 | large (pictured) | $150

800.538.5404 | sales@oliveandcocoa.com
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(a)

(b)

ADD
YOUR LOGO
See page 31
for details.

"Send a beautiful gift brimming
with variety! With tasty treats
for every palate, our gourmet
selections are sure to delight."

(a) SNACKS TO SHARE
A little sweet, a little savory, and a whole lot to share! Brimming with
ready to eat nibbles for everyone to enjoy, petite includes white chocolate
gummy bears, trail mix, rocky road popcorn, rustic crackers, and hummus.
Medium also includes gourmet salami, sundried tomato spread, and a
12 oz. tin of gourmet salted peanuts. Large also includes chocolate covered
sandwich cookies, sea salt crostini, savory cheese spread, and walnut
pecan caramel marshmallows. Each size comes gift wrapped in a hand
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#10094 | petite | $50
#10095 | medium | $98
#9946 | large (pictured) | $144

(b) GRAND TASTES FOR EVERYONE
Within a grand parcel that’s more than 2 feet long, an abundance of sweets
and snacks will treat everyone! This over-the-top gift will leave a lasting
impression as all crunch and dip their way through sweet and savory
favorites. To ensure timely delivery, select components may be substituted
for items of equal or greater value. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete
crate details.

#14506 | $290

For more gifts that will make your mark,
please visit oliveandcocoa.com
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800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(a) CLASSIC PUB BITES
Whether they're close or far, a trip to the pub with a friend or colleague
always feels nearby. Classic Pub Bites include rice wafer crackers, golden
ale mustard, BBQ popcorn, classic beef jerky, smoked gouda cheese
spread, tomato basil cheese, and seasoned pretzels. Large adds salted
peanuts, sweet chipotle beef jerky, salami, and 2 Bavarian pretzels. All
arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21668 | medium | $84
#21667 | large (pictured) | $128

(b) FARMHOUSE GOURMET PANTRY
Rustic gourmet delectables stock a refined pantry. The best of the best of
our sweet and savory selections are packed in our Farmhouse Gourmet
Pantry crate. Salami, hot pepper and provolone cheeses, rosemary sea
salt crackers, lemon blueberry and nutberry maple granola, dried fruit
and seed trail mix, spicy nut mix, a one pound burlap bag of California
pistachios, rocky road popcorn, artichoke lemon pesto and an 18 ounce
tin of cinnamon toffee almonds come gift wrapped in our signature hand
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#1061 | $194

(c) GRANDE SWEET & SAVORY
Elegantly presented in two artfully stacked crates, this extravagant
curation is destined for the corner office! Make your mark with elegant
edibles including sweet favorites and savory delights. More than 20
epicurean edibles are presented in two hand crafted wood crates adorned
with our signature satin ribbon and gift card. To ensure timely delivery,
select components may be substituted for items of equal or greater value.
Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details.

(d)

#11914 | set of 2 stacked crates | $274

(d) SWEET & SAVORY GLUTEN FREE
No one will miss out on their favorite indulgences with this spread of
gluten-free delights. An assortment of classic Italian cookies, crispy
pepper jack cheese bites, a mint chocolate bar, a sea salt chocolate bar,
bags of salted caramel and rosemary popcorn, buttery cheese straws, and
soft pomegranate licorice all arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted
wood crate with ribbon. Gluten free.

#16832 | $128
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800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

800.538.5404 | sales@oliveandcocoa.com
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(a)

(c)

(d)

(a) “MANY THANKS” CRATE
It's always a great time to send “Many Thanks!” Filled with a scrumptious
variety of snacks, our “Many Thanks” Crate includes a milk chocolate
truffle bar, smoked gouda cheese, artichoke pesto, prosciutto, black
pepper crackers, trail mix, and tri-color Aussie licorice. All arrive gift
wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21669 | $88

(b) A PETITE THANK YOU
(b)

Send a little gratitude with a gift of good tastes. A collection of rustic
crackers, farmhouse cheese, roasted nuts, rocky road popcorn and
two gourmet cookies with “Merci” and “Grazie” icing details comes gift
wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#8028 | $54

(c) A TASTEFUL THANK YOU
Give gratitude with a gift of good tastes. A collection of two apples,
an orange, dried mangoes, pistachios, dried fruit and seed trail mix,
farmhouse cheese, rustic crackers and two gourmet cookies with “Merci"
and “Grazie” icing details comes gift wrapped along with a gorgeous dark
wood serving board and serving knife in a hand crafted wood crate with
ribbon. Fresh fruit is seasonal and selection may vary by time of year.

ADD
YOUR LOGO

#6278 | $138

See page 31
for details.

(d) OLIVE & COCOA® SIGNATURE
GOURMET COLLECTION
More than 2 ½ feet wide, this over-the-top collection makes the ultimate
statement! An array of gourmet sweet and savory edibles—along with
a wooden cutting board, serving knife, and corkscrew—all arrive gift
wrapped together with our signature satin ribbon and gift card in our
grandest hand crafted wood crate. To ensure timely delivery, select
components may be substituted for items of equal or greater value.
Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details.

#8024 | $388
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800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

800.538.5404 | sales@oliveandcocoa.com
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(a) BOUNTIFUL HARVEST CRATE
Send your best wishes with delicious snacks, including dried apricots &
figs, dried kiwi, prosciutto, olives, dried mangoes, dried apples, cashews,
dried pineapple, trail mix, cheese straws, cheddar crackers, almonds, and
so much more. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate
with ribbon. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details.

#18999 | large | $164
#18998 | extra large (pictured) | $254

(b) ITALIAN MARKET SNACKS
Indulge in the fresh flavors of Italy. A gourmet collection of farmhouse
cheese, rustic crackers, salami, basil pesto, bruschetta spread, mixed
nuts, and handmade sea salt caramels comes gift wrapped in a hand
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

(d)

#7570 | $98

(c) KETO ON-THE-GO SNACKS
Perfect for those with low carb or gluten free diets, our Keto On-the-Go
Snacks are a surprising mix of unexpected goodies. Including nut
& seed granola, a berry & seed chocolate bar, smoked salmon, gouda
cheese, mixed nuts, gouda Moon Cheese, spiced green olives, a turkey
jerky stick, and a beef jerky stick, all arrive packaged together in a
signature Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon. Gluten free.

#21706 | $104

(d) RISE & SHINE BRUNCH CRATE

ADD
YOUR LOGO
See page 31
for details.
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800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

Start their day with an appetizing collection of brunch favorites. With fruity
trail mix, gourmet coffee, prosciutto, pistachio cranberry biscotti, maple
syrup, buttermilk pancake mix, strawberry lavender jam, and 2 fresh
oranges, our Rise & Shine Brunch Crate is tasty and satisfying. All arrive
gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21711 | $128

800.538.5404 | sales@oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) GRANDE CHARCUTERIE
An epicurean collection of perfectly balanced savory indulgences. Hand
crafted cutting board and a wooden cheese spreader set are accompanied by
a full spread of prosciutto, artisanal salami, rustic crackers, herbed crisps,
berry preserves, peach preserves, herb roasted mixed nuts, fruit and nut
cake bites, an apricot and almond bar, olives, horseradish mustard, and
cheese wedges. Board arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with
ribbon. Spreader set and charcuterie arrive gift wrapped together in a hand
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

(a)

#12482 | $378

(b) EUROPEAN TAPAS CRATE
Bring the delicious savory flavors of European style tapas to your very own
table. A gourmet collection of ready-to-eat sourdough bruschetta crackers,
artisan salami, fire grilled mixed vegetable antipasti, artichoke tomato
bruschetta spread, farmhouse cheese and sweet toasted pecans comes
paired with a beautiful hand crafted wooden serving board. Comes gift
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#8125 | $124

(c) HARVEST DRIED FRUIT
& NUT MEDLEY
A supremely elegant and healthful selection of the finest dried fruits and
roasted nuts for all to share. Medium includes an assortment of cashews,
pistachios, roasted almonds, pecans and dried pears, nectarines and
apples. Large also includes dried peaches, pineapple rings, smoked
almonds, and an extra bag each of dried nectarines, cashews and pecans.
Each size comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#6357 | medium | $78
#6358 | large (pictured) | $138

(d) GATHER & SHARE
Gather the team and share an abundant variety of sweet and savory
selections. Petite includes sea salt crostini, cheese spread, jelly beans,
trail mix, and rocky road popcorn. Medium adds salami, white chocolate
sandwich cookies, and chocolate raisins. Large also adds sundried tomato
spread, rosemary crackers, licorice, and white chocolate gummy bears.
Extra large also adds hummus, peanuts, white chocolate pretzels, walnut
pecan marshmallows, and berry gumdrops. Each size arrives gift wrapped
in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

(b)

#16997 | petite | $64

(c)

(d)

#16840 | medium | $98
#16839 | large | $134
#16838 | extra large (pictured) | $174

See our complete
collection of sweet
and savory treats at
oliveandcocoa.com
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800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

800.538.5404 | sales@oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) CHOCOLATIER SWEETS

(a)

Dunked, drizzled and decadent, a collection of milk and white chocolate
covered indulgences brings a bit of sweet bliss. Petite includes chocolate
covered malt balls, peanut clusters, raisins, coconut clusters, English
toffee and almond toffee. Medium also includes dunked sandwich cookies,
caramel squares, and classic homespun wrapped caramels. Large is
double the treats, and each size comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood
crate with ribbon. Certified Kosher.

(c)

#8201 | petite | $74
#8025 | medium (pictured) | $98
#8045 | large | $198

(b) THANK YOU BOOK & CHOCOLATES
Send sincere thanks with wise words and a bit of chocolate covered bliss.
Filled with sentiments of gratitude and inspirational quotes, our
“Thank You” book comes paired with milk and white chocolate dunked
cookies, malt balls, graham crackers, raisins and toffee almonds. Large
doubles the treats, and all arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted
wood crate with ribbon.

#8029 | medium (pictured) | $78
#19001 | large | $118

(c) CHOCOLATE BLISS

(b)

It’s a chocolate lover’s dream! Medium includes a milk chocolate bar, cocoa
almonds, dusted almonds, dark chocolate pretzels, white chocolate pecan
caramels, and toffee pecan popcorn. Large adds white chocolate pretzels,
milk chocolate pecan caramels, and milk chocolate pretzels. Extra large
adds a dark chocolate coconut bar, a coffee cardamom bar, and dark
chocolate pecan caramels. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted
wood crate with ribbon.

#16848 | medium | $98
#16849 | large | $128
#16850 | extra large (pictured) | $178

(d) ENGLISH TOFFEE CRATE
Buttery English Toffee covered in milk chocolate and a dusting of chopped
roasted almonds is an absolute indulgence. A full pound of this traditional
treat comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#2379 | $50

(d)

(e)

(e) ROCKY ROAD POPCORN
Creamy and rich chocolate is drizzled atop popcorn, marshmallows and
almonds. A full pound arrives in four irresistible 4 ounce bags and is gift
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#801 | $48

Visit us at oliveandcocoa.com to
find even more gourmet selections
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(c)

Seasonal & Sweet

Send warm greetings brimming with festive holiday treats.

(c) “HAPPY TREATS” CRATE
Send a sweet selection of “Happy Treats” for all to enjoy! Petite
includes 3 penguin sandwich cookies, red & green sour balls,
peppermint white chocolate pretzels, a pair of caramel pretzel trees,
and rocky road popcorn. Medium adds a snowflake lollipop, red &
green wrapped caramels, and sugar cookie flavored cotton candy.
Large adds candy coated almonds, peppermint chocolate graham
crackers, strawberry licorice, and 4 tree shaped marshmallows. All
arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21643 | petite | $74
#21644 | medium | $104
#21645 | large (pictured) | $154

(a)

(b)

ADD
YOUR LOGO
See page 31
for details.

(a) PEACE & LOVE COOKIE CRATE

(b) SWEET SHOPPE GOURMET

Deliver a sweet message of Peace & Love. Beautifully frosted with
delectable candy-like icing in the shape of hearts and doves in flight,
our buttery, crisp cookies will always give them a reason to smile. Eight
oversized cookies arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate
with ribbon.

Walk them down candy cane lane with a flurry of crisp peppermint and
decadent chocolates! Awash in iconic red, green, and white, this curation
puts a gourmet spin on classic holiday treats to sweetly celebrate the
season. Available in three sizes, each arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted
wood crate with ribbon. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details.

#21713 | crate of 8 cookies | $78

#11896 | petite | $68
#11895 | medium | $118
#11894 | large (pictured) | $164
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(a)

(a) SUPREME CHOCOLATE PRETZELS
& COOKIES CRATE

(d)

Parcels of crunchy perfection are ready to please. Decadently enrobed
in white or milk chocolate and sprinkled or drizzled, pretzel rods and
sandwich cookies are topped with crowd-pleasers including butterscotch,
peppermint, and (yes) sprinkles. Medium includes a variety of 10 sandwich
cookies and 10 pretzel rods. Extra large doubles the assortment for a gift
brimming with 20 pretzels and 20 cookies. Each size arrives gift wrapped in
a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#14591 | medium | $94
#14525 | extra large (pictured) | $184

(b) APRÈS SNACKS & SERVING BOARD
Send a sophisticated snack break. Including fig & kalamata tapenade,
rosemary crackers, trail mix, salami, hot chocolate, toffee dusted almonds,
green onion cheese, and herbed olives, snacks are paired with a 6" metal
spreader and a 6" x 13" etched serving board. All arrive gift wrapped
together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21710 | $158

(b)

(c) HANUKKAH DELIGHTS CRATE
Festively filled with delightful goodies, our Hanukkah Delights Crate is
packed with white chocolate popcorn, dark & white chocolate raisins, jelly
beans, jelly sticks, sugar sprinkled star cookies, and so much more! Each
size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Certified
Kosher. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details.

#19003 | medium | $88
#19002 | large (pictured) | $134

(d) LOTS OF LITTLE HOLIDAY GOODIES

(c)

A collection of all-time favorites gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood
crate with ribbon. Petite includes rocky road popcorn, white chocolate
peppermint bark, milk chocolate pretzels, mixed nuts, and red Aussie
licorice. Medium adds white chocolate peppermint popcorn, chocolate
covered toffee squares, and dusted toffee almonds. Large adds two bags
each of rocky road and peppermint popcorn, chocolate and peppermint
candy covered sandwich cookies and graham crackers, sweet toasted
pecans, and green Aussie licorice. Extra large adds an extra bag each of
peppermint popcorn, white chocolate peppermint bark, toffee squares,
green and red Aussie licorice, mixed nuts, and milk chocolate pretzels.

#499 | petite | $54

(e)

#498 | medium | $90
#497 | large (pictured) | $150
#8065 | extra large | $188

(e) SNOWY PEPPERMINT BARK CRATE
Smooth white chocolate dotted with crushed peppermint candies, a crate
of our handmade Peppermint Bark is the ultimate holiday treat. A full
pound of this festive confection means there will be plenty to pass around,
or more to keep for yourself! Comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood
crate with ribbon.

#1403 | $48

| 20
20
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800.538.5404 | sales@oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) LET IT SNOW SWEETS

(a)

Sweet wintertide wishes make the holidays most delightful! Medium
includes 3 white chocolate sandwich cookies, a snowman truffle, cotton
candy “snowballs,” white chocolate candy cane hearts, marshmallow
snowflakes, chocolate caramel squares, and rocky road popcorn. Large
also includes an additional snowman truffle, silver candy stars, white
chocolate caramel pretzels, red & white mini chocolates, an oversized rice
crispy treat, and a snowflake lollipop. All arrive gift wrapped together in a
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

(d)

#14587 | medium | $94
#11893 | large (pictured) | $144

(b) LOTS OF LITTLE
HOLIDAY CHOCOLATES
Satisfy a cocoa lover's sweet tooth with Lots of Little Holiday Chocolates.
Petite includes rocky road popcorn, chocolate cinnamon bears, white
chocolate gummy bears, milk chocolate pretzels, dusted toffee almonds,
and old fashioned malted milk balls. Medium also includes dunked
marshmallow sticks, milk chocolate gummy bears, chocolate almond bark,
and white chocolate pretzels. Large also includes extra rocky road popcorn,
white chocolate peppermint popcorn, chocolate covered toffee, peppermint
sprinkled dunked sandwich cookies, and chocolate caramel squares. Each
size is gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#1223 | petite | $50
#1224 | medium (pictured) | $98
#1225 | large | $148

(c) GINGER & SNOW DELIGHTS
(b)

(c)

A wonderland of glittering delicacies is ready to tempt every palate.
Medium includes gingerbread tiles, white chocolate pretzels, glittering
foiled chocolate balls, rocky road popcorn, and metallic-hued chocolates.
Large adds gold gumballs, toffee dusted almonds, and 4 snowflake
cookies. All arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate
with ribbon.

(e)

#21678 | medium | $84
#21677 | large (pictured) | $134

(d) FANCIFUL SNOWMAN SWEETS
A flurry of sweets surrounds a whimsical snowman to bring cheer to all.
With an extra large frosted snowman cookie, rainbow popcorn, cotton
candy taffy, gummy hearts, and white chocolate pretzels, our Fanciful
Snowman Sweets are a yummy yuletide delight. Visit oliveandcocoa.com
for complete crate details.

#21685 | petite | $64
#21684 | medium | $94
#21683 | large (pictured) | $134

(e) CHOCOLATE CARAMEL PRETZEL
TREES
Snowy white chocolate covered “trees” are a sublimely tasty holiday
treat. Dipped in melt in your mouth white chocolate, these salty pretzel
sticks with a homemade caramel triangle top decorated with tiny icing
“ornaments” are pure festive fun. Individually wrapped pretzels come gift
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#5053 | crate of 12 trees | $78
22

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

#5104 | crate of 24 trees (pictured) | $108
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Floral

(e)

(e) FARMHOUSE FLEUR
With a bundle of bright farm fresh blooms, everything becomes
sunny. A bouquet of vivid golden, auburn, chartreuse, and rouge
blooms accented with textural foliage and berries comes expertly
arranged in a dark stained hand crafted wood box. Farmhouse
Fleur measures approximately 7" x 7" x 9" to top of arrangement
and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam; CA
residents, see order info page for Prop 65 warning.

Artfully arranged florals bring their home or office to life.

(a)

#4777 | $98

(a) ZOEY POTTED PLANT
Send a thoughtful gift that will add a fresh element to the home or office.
Prominently featuring a hardy, low-light friendly ZZ plant, our Zoey Potted
Plant is beautifully presented in a rustic metal potager to complement their
décor. Zoey Potted Plant measures approximately 6 ½" in diameter with
varying live plant height. Requires 2nd day shipping.

#21673 | $68

(b) “HAPPY BIRTHDAY” SUCCULENT
Send happiest birthday wishes with our fully planted miniature succulent
garden. Hardy and easy to care for, assorted succulents are expertly
arranged in a hand crafted wood trough branded “Happy Birthday.”
Succulent measures approximately 8" x 5" x 6" to top of arrangement
and requires 2nd day shipping. “Thank You” Succulent also available
at oliveandcocoa.com.

#21209 | happy birthday succulent (pictured) | $50

(b)

#16830 | thank you succulent | $50

(c)

(d)

(c) FIORE BIANCO
Blossoms of white flourish in a garden of verdant green botanicals with
a touch of sunny tangerine. Expertly arranged in a dark stained hand
crafted wood box, Fiore Bianco measures approximately 7" x 7" x 9" to top
of arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam; CA
residents, see order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#8809 | $98

(d) GILDED SUCCULENT POTAGER
Within a gilded gold-toned metallic ceramic vessel, a variety of exotic
succulent plants creates an elegant and easy to care for accent. Potager
measures approximately 9" in diameter by 7" tall and requires 2nd day
shipping.

#8058 | $98
24
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Life’s Big Moments

(c)

Celebrating milestones enriches every relationship.

(b)

(a)

ADD
YOUR LOGO
See page 31
for details.

(c) LULU LAMB & BLANKIE
Cozy cuddling sends baby straight to sweet sleep. A fuzzy sheep snuggles
next to baby to keep them company while a luxurious ivory colored
reversible chamois blanket wraps them up tight. Sheep measures 13" long,
blanket measures 30" x 36", and both come gift wrapped together in a hand
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

(d)
(d)

#2015 | $94

(a) SNOWY LUXE WINTER THROW

(b) RIDE OF A LIFETIME CRATE

Curling up close on a chilly winter evening has never been so luxurious.
Exclusively designed for Olive & Cocoa®, our Snowy Luxe Winter Throw is
incredibly soft and durable, with a stylishly chic texture. Machine washable
throw measures 64" x 46" and comes packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap
with ribbon.

It’s a beautiful world, encourage your cyclist to get out and see it. The “Epic
Bike Rides of the World” book catalogs breathtaking treks from pedaling
across Patagonia to sprinting through South Africa’s Cape Town. To grease
the gears, we’ve included four 10 oz. rocks glasses—each etched with an
iconic bike. Book and glasses arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted
wood crate with ribbon.

#3549 | $98

26

(d) “HAPPY BIRTHDAY” COOKIES
Send them an extra special birthday surprise! Perfect for celebrating their
special day, our buttery, crisp cookies are frosted with a candy-like icing
and decorated especially for the occasion. Eight oversized cookies arrive
gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#19920 | crate of 8 cookies | $78

#11429 | book & 4 glasses | $164
800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

800.538.5404 | sales@oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) CASHMERE PONCHO

®

Lightweight and incredibly luxurious, our Cashmere Ponchos are simply
chic and elegant. Ponchos are women’s one size fits most and come gift
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

ORDERING INFORMATION
OUR GUARANTEE: We unconditionally guarantee the presentation
and quality of our gifts upon delivery. If a gift we've sent does not live up
to these high standards, please contact us and we will re-send the gift
with our compliments, or refund your purchase price, whichever you
desire. Our cut flower arrangements are guaranteed to be fresh for 72
hours after delivery.
CUSTOMER SERVICE & ORDERING:
Phone: 800.538.5404
Fax: 801.433.5008
Email: customerservice@oliveandcocoa.com
Web: oliveandcocoa.com
Mail: 6345 W 300 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84104

SHIPPING & HANDLING: Same day shipping is usually available

for orders received by 2PM (MT) M-F. S+H charges are based on product
cost before any discounts. Please see item descriptions for special
shipping requirements. A $10 charge per package will be applied to your
credit card when incorrect or incomplete addresses are given.

STANDARD

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

#6452 | $188

(b) ETCHED MONOGRAM DECANTER
& GLASSES
Serve your favorite spirits with distinctive panache. Sand etched with the
letter of your choice, our 26 oz. glass decanter and 11 oz. whisky glasses
add a hint of personal style to any bar. Decanter and glasses arrive
adorned with a signature Olive & Cocoa® satin ribbon. Custom orders take
approximately 10 business days to create. Free personalization.

#9450 | decanter | $98

To better assist you, all calls to and from Olive & Cocoa® may be recorded
for training purposes.

SHIPPING CHARGES
PER US ADDRESS

(a)

TWO DAY

NEXT DAY

$0.01 to $25.00

$9

$19

$30

$25.01 to $50.00

$15

$29

$39

$50.01 to $75.00

$20

$33

$45

$75.01 to $100.00

$26

$38

$50

$100.01 to $150.00

$30

$41

$54

$150.01 to $200.00

$33

$47

$59

$200.01 and over

16%

24%

29%

SURCHARGES: Next Day AM delivery, add $5. Next Day Saturday
delivery, add $15. Alaska and Hawaii will take additional time, add $15.
Certain large items require a shipping surcharge, which is specified next
to the item price. Surcharges are in addition to shipping charges.
PAYMENT: We accept all major credit cards. When ordering, you
authorize Olive & Cocoa® to charge your credit card. We do not accept
credit cards through email or fax. We do not accept payment by personal
check. Please see oliveandcocoa.com for complete Terms of Sale.
MAILING & EMAIL LISTS: We occasionally share portions of our

mailing list with carefully selected companies. If you do not wish your
mailing address to be shared, or do not wish to receive our catalogs or
emails, please contact us by phone, email or mail. You may also click on
the "unsubscribe" link on the bottom of any of email we send. Please see
oliveandcocoa.com for complete Privacy Policy.

SUBSTITUTIONS: Because of the perishable and sometimes

seasonal nature of many of our products, we reserve the right to make
substitutions of items of equal or greater value as necessary to ensure
timely delivery of your gifts.

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CA RESIDENTS:
WARNING: Cancer -

#21320 | set of 2 glasses | $74
#21319 | decanter & 2 glasses | $158

(c) THE HISTORY OF FLY FISHING
BOOK & CORKSCREW
Spanning the sport’s storied timeline, The History of Fly Fishing in
Fifty Flies recounts the most notable, from the first feathered hook to
modern designs made with cutting edge materials. Filled with beautiful
photographs, illustrations, and details of tying techniques, this 224-page
book is paired with a wood handled fish shaped corkscrew and bottle
opener tool with a hand etched scale motif and comes gift wrapped in a
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#8516 | $98

(d) LAVENDER DRAGONFLY SPA CRATE
Combining the transcendent aroma of blooming French flowers with a
jade green motif, our Lavender Dragonfly Spa Crate is an utterly luxurious
collection. Perfumed bath soap, soothing almond hand crème, relaxing tub
tea, a French lavender candle, and a weighted lavender scented eye mask
all arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#17623 | $138

(e) CLASSIC PERSONALIZED TRAY
Elegantly designed and durably hand crafted in the USA, our customizable
tray features a timeless crème hued background and the name of your
choice (up to 16 characters). Measuring approximately 12" x 18 ½" x 2", tray
arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Custom
tray takes approximately 10 business days to create. Free personalization.

#19006 | $148

(f ) “HOME SWEET HOME” CANDLE SET
Perfect for housewarmings or to bring fresh energy into your own home,
our warm, aromatic Olive & Cocoa® exclusive candle is paired with a white
crystal and a bundle of white sage. Grapefruit scented candle measures
approximately 3" in diameter by 3 ½" tall and all arrive gift wrapped
together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#18798 | candle, crystal & sage bundle | $78

www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
©2009-2021 Olive & Cocoa, LLC. OLIVE & COCOA is a registered trademark in the
United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, India, and the European Union. All
rights reserved. Descriptive or typographical errors are subject to correction. We
reserve the right to change items, prices, or policies at any time and without notice.
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Find even more special ways to celebrate
their moments at oliveandcocoa.com
800.538.5404 | sales@oliveandcocoa.com
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Free Elegant Gift Wrap & Card

Custom Logo Hot Iron Branding

Every gift is beautifully wrapped. Never an extra charge.

Chic custom gift crates specially designed for your company.

Hand Crafted Wood Crates
Each individually made by hand, our signature wood crates
bring a stylishly modern take to gift giving. Dressed with thick
satin ribbon and an elegant gift card, our crates are rustically
refined and can be re-used as a unique desktop inbox or
storage caddy after the gift has been enjoyed.

Market Wrap
With a simplistic yet chic look, our signature market style gift
wrap makes an elegant impression. In rustic brown paper
adorned with a thick satin ribbon bow and elegant gift card,
market wrap elevates gift packaging to a beautiful new level.

Gifts with a personal touch
Elegant Gift Card
Personalized with your custom message, every gift arrives

Beautifully showcase your logo as a reminder of your company

1. Contact us and you’ll be introduced to your own personal

to clients throughout the year. With your logo carefully hot iron

account specialist who will coordinate the creation of your

branded into the wood, customized gift crates from Olive & Cocoa®

hot iron logo brand.

are sure to delight your recipients and leave a lasting impression.
2. Send the logo you’d like to use to your account specialist, and

topped with a beautiful Olive & Cocoa folding card. From one
®

simple message for all to a personalized sentiment for each

Please accept our invitation to contact our sales department for

individual recipient, we’ll make sure your thoughts are

a personalized consultation. Our team of talented Gift Specialists

expressed with each gift just the way you’d like.

will help you create the perfect custom crate filled with gourmet
goodies or boutique specialties. Leave the work to us and make
gift giving a breeze!

| 30
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800.538.5404
800.538.5404
| www.oliveandcocoa.com
| oliveandcocoa.com

It’s as easy as 1-2-3!

we’ll create a proof specifying the design and dimensions of your
hot iron brand for your approval.
3. We’ll collect a small one-time set up fee and in just a few days,
your brand will be ready to be used on the crate of any gift you’d
like to send.

800.538.5404 | sales@oliveandcocoa.com
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Custom Logo Hot Iron Branding
With your logo carefully hot iron branded into the wood, customized gift crates
from Olive & Cocoa® are sure to delight your recipients and leave a lasting impression.
800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

ADD
YOUR LOGO
See page 31
for details.

